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how. to. function.with. a. spouse—sort. of;.we. are.
big.enough.to.admit.we.do.act.like.the.parent.that.
drives.our.spouse.nuts;.we.have.kids;.we.don’t.know.
so.much;.we.don’t.do. things. as.quickly.. .Things.
like.minivans,.mac.and.cheese,.Kool-Aide,.Freezy.
Pops,. and. kiddy. pools. consume. us,. and. we. can.
sing.along.with.Lois.and.Bram.or.the.Barnie.song,.








We. watch. the. kids. survive. high. school,. and.
as.fathers.we.glare,.stare,.growl,.and.sneer.at. the.
punks. circling. our. daughters.. . Our. wives. stop.





have. experiences;. they. make. decisions. without.




















want. to. get. on;. so,. the. nurse. and. I. have. a. five-
minute.debate.as.to.why.I.should...Finally.she.tells.
me.that.without.the.physical,.the.prescription.will.






doctor. arrives. shortly. after,.he. comments.on.my.
numbers.and. tells.me.I.am.on. the.edge.of.a.pill.
parade.to.get.the.blood.pressure.back.down....He.




Calendars. increase. in. speed. around. 50,. and.
this.year.the.date.has.snuck.up.on.me...I.had.been.
hoarding.medication. to. avoid. the.physical,.but. it.
finally. ran.out.. . .At. that.point. I.called. the.clinic.
and. asked. someone. to.write. the.prescription.be-
cause.my.doctor.was.out.of.town,.but.either.he.or.
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A. week. later,. the. nurse. and. I. go. the. usual.
rounds. about. getting. on. the. scale,. and. after. the.
tete de tete. she. mentions. that. my. weight. is. about.
the.same...She.gives.me.an.appraising.glance.that.
suggests.I.am.getting.healthy.. .I.say.nothing;.the.
weight. is. not.my. concern,. the. blood. pressure. is..
If.my.blood.pressure.is.not.down,.I.am.on.meds..















life. is. in.flux.. .My. schedule. is. only. consistent. in.
its.inconsistency,.and.my.wife’s.job.has.us.leaving.
notes.on.the.kitchen.table.daily.
The. only. constant. in. our. lives. is. the. cats..
Regardless.of.what. else.has. changed,.when. I. ar-






No.one. keeps. a. cow.out. of. sheer. joy.of. compa-





purpose.. . While. cats. did. not. serve. in. quite. the.












In. the. here. and. now,. considering. the. cats,. I.
think.about.sleep—50.is.mean.to.sleep..I.drift.in.
and.out.several.times.per.night...Going.to.bed.early.






rumble. from. the. garage. door. emanates. through.





body.while.Buni. clicks. softly,. ten.pounds. lighter.
and.certainly.more.delicate...The.noise.emitted.is.
almost.more. revealing. in. the. dark.. .While.Buda.






limb,. sticks. her. nose. in.my. ear,. and. purrs.while.
she.sleeps...Buda.strategically.falls.on.me.and.bar-
rel.rolls.to.land.with.his.head.on.top.of.the.other.
arm. while. his. body. half-sits,. half-lies,. tucked. in.
beside.me...Shortly.after,.I.can.see.his.white.paws.


































bank. along. with. Buda.. . Really.. . A. veterinarian.
walked.into.the.bank.one.day.with.a.box.under.his.









A. curious. strategy. in. our. house. works. like.





angle,. nestled. in. the. shimmering. grass—sort. of.















shrubs. to. the. ground,. and. knock. the. heads. off.
marigolds.. Kittens. hitching. rides. on. clean. laun-
dry.flapping. in. the.breeze. is. highly. entertaining..






infection. that. glued. the. eye.firmly. shut.. . So. two.
kittens.joined.the.family,.and.two.daughters.pro-
ceeded.to.spoil.them...As.my.two.daughters.went.










ing. out. of. the. garage..Yes,. they.moved. in. from.
the.barn.to.the.garage...I.lost.that.one.too.while.
on.a.weekend.in.Colorado.with.the.hockey.team..








The. word. acquiesce means. to. accept. without.
protest.. . It.has.become.my.middle.name.. .Over.
time. I. came. to. accept. the. arrangement,. and. the.
cats.took.to.waiting.at.the.window.in.the.garage.for.
me.to.wander.to.the.barn.to.prepare.their.break-
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corner. and.wait. for.me. to. enter.. . Sitting. on.my.





Being. raised. on. a. farm,. we. had. chores. morn-
ing. and. evening—real. chores. where. cattle. were.
milked.and.fed...I.have.often.wondered.what.my.




the. following. spring.. . One. day. I. was. slightly.
moved.when.Buda.came.around.the.corner.of.the.
barn.wearing.what. looked. like.a.handlebar.mus-







































gets. to. stay.because. she. is. the.queen.. .Honestly,.



















what. I. have. been. doing. to. get. my. blood. pres-
sure.down,.I.tell.him.I.don’t.know...Nothing.has.
changed. in. the. past. year. except. for. a. few.more.










pants. might. make. them. look.. . About. the. only.
thing.that.matters.is.water.in.the.dish.and.food.in.
the.bowl...And.if.I.come.up.short,.they.go.out.and.
find.their.own...Life.is.pretty.simple...
